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We give two explicit construction for the carrier space for the Schwinger representation of the
group Sn. While the first relies on a class of functions consisting of monomials in antisymmetric
variables, the second is based on the Fock space associated with the Greenberg algebra.
2I. INTRODUCTION
Given a group G it is desirable to construct a representation of G such that it contains every irreducible repre-
sentation of G exactly once. Building such economical and complete compendia of irreducible representations for
various groups has been and continues to be of great interest in mathematics where they are usually referred to as
Gelfand models [1] or simply as models. Way back in the fifties, a model in this sense, for the group SU(2), was
introduced by Schwinger [2] making use of the algebra of the annihilation and creation operators of two independent
quantum mechanical harmonic oscillators. Since its inception, this Schwinger Oscillator constructiion has found many
useful physical applications in a wide variety of contexts which include the physics of strongly correlated systems
[3], quantum optics of two mode radiation fields [4], analysis of partially coherent classical Gaussian Schell model
beams [5], extension to all three-dimensional Lie algebras and analysis of both classical and q-deformed versions [6],
applications in the context of quantum computing [7], and a new approach to the spin-statistics theorem [8]. The
concept of a Schwinger Representation, as a model for containing all unitary irreducible representations of compact
Lie groups and finite groups was formalised in a recent work [9] and Schwinger representations for SU(2), SO(3) and
SU(n) for all n were constructed via specific carrier spaces and group actions. In this work the role of the Schwinger
Representation in setting up the Wigner-Weyl isomorphism for quantum mechanics on a compact simple Lie group
[10] was also highlighted.
The purpose of this work is to develop a Schwinger Representation for the symmetric group Sn. Models for Sn [11],
[12] and GL(n, q) , the general linear group over finite fields, have been explicitly constructed and investigated in detail
in mathematical literature [14],[13],[15]. These works, while accomplishing their main objective with mathematical
elegance and sophistication, by and large, tend not to highlight aspects pertaining to the the underlying carrier space
to the extent one would desire so as to see possible applications of these results to theoretical physics. A much more
‘direct’ construction of a ‘natural representation’ for Sn recently given by Kodiyalam and Verma in [16], comes more
in line with a theoretical physicist’s approach, in that it spells out the carrier space at the very outset. The key
feature which lends this construction its ‘naturalness’ is the observation that the the number of elements of Sn which
are involutions i.e. which square to the identity element exacly equals the sum of the dimensions of the irreducible
representations of Sn. This set therefore provides the most natural choice for a set on which to build a complete
multiplicity free representation of Sn. The present work is entirely based on the Kodiyalam-Verma construction and
our principal contribution, much in the spirit of the Schwinger’s original construction for SU(2), consists in giving
their carrier space a more tangible appearance in the form of (a) a Hilbert space of functions consisting of monomials
in antisymmetric variables (b) a subspace of a Fock space built on the algebra of creation and annihilation opertors
proposed by Greenberg[17] .
A brief outline of this paper is as follows. In Section II we recapitulate basic elements of Kodiyalam-Verma
construction and provide necessary motivation and background for our results that follow. In section III and IV
we give an explicit construction for the space carrying the Schwinger representation of Sn based on monomials in
antisymmetric variables and that based on the Fock space associated with the Greenberg algebra. Section IV contains
our concluding remarks.
II. ELEMENTS OF KODIYALAM-VERMA CONSTRUCTION
Consider the group Sn, the set of permutations of n objects {1, 2, · · · , n}. Let Xm with m taking values
1, 2 · · · , Int[n/2] denote the conjugacy class of length m i.e. consisting of products of m distinct transpositions.
Denoting a transposition by (i1 i2), the members of Xm can be arranged in a standard form as follows:
{(i1 i2) · (i3 i4) · · · (i2m−1 i2m)} (2.1)
where i1, i2, · · · i2m take values 1, 2, · · · , n and satisfy
i1 < i2, i3 < i4, · · · , i2m−1 < i2m,
i1 < i3 < i5 < · · · i2m−1, (2.2)
i2 6= i4 6= · · · i2m..
To the Xm’s above we append a set X0 taken to be the identity element of Sn and define
X =
⋃Int[n/2]
m=0
Xm
3The number of elements in X equals the sum of the dimensions of the irreducible representations of Sn. Thus for,
instance, for S4 we have:
X1 = {(1 2), (1 3), (1 4), (2 3), (2 4), (3 4)}
X2 = {(1 2)(3 4), (1 3)(2 4), (1 4)(2 3)} (2.3)
which together with X0 correctly add up to 10.
Consider now the usual action of elements pi of Sn on the elements of Xm :
pi : (i1 i2) · (i3 i4) · · · (i2m−1 i2m)→ (pi(i1) pi(i2)) · (pi(i3) pi(i4)) · · · (pi(i2m−1) pi(i2m)), (2.4)
rearrange the result into the standard form, and ascribe it a sign given by
(−1)#{k:(pi(i2k−1)>pi(i2k)} (2.5)
where # stands for ‘cardinality of’. Clearly this action which maps the elements of Xm, for each m, into themselves
upto a sign leads to a representation of Sn. Kodiyalam and Verma prove that
• Each Xm affords a representation of Sn which is multiplicity free.
• There is no overlap in the irred rep content of the representations afforded by different Xm’s .
• The set
X =
⋃Int[n/2]
m=0
Xm
gives a complete and multiplicity free rep of Sn.
The construction of the carrier space for this complete multiplicity free representation in the work of Kodiyalam
and Verma is then achieved by a mathematical decree: Regard the elements of X as a set of orthonormal vectors in
a Hilbert space. Our aim in the next two sections is to give a more concrete structure to this somewhat ’contrived’
Hilbert space. A glance at the sign prescription in (2.5) suggests viewing the elements of Xm as products of coordinate
differences
{[x(i1)− x(i2)] · [x(i3)− x(i4)] · · · [x(i2m−1)− x(i2m)]}. (2.6)
Though this observation by itself does not help us building the desired carrier space – the elements of this set are not
even algebraically independent, it helps us identfy what the ingredients of the final construction we should be looking
for. What we need is products of pairs which commute with each others and change sign when the objects within the
pair are interchanged and at the same time ensure that such products of pairs are algebraically independent. These
observations inspire the following two constructions:
III. CARRIER SPACE FOR THE SCHWINGER REPRESENTATION OF Sn BASED ON MONOMIALS
IN ANTISYMMETRIC VARIABLES
This construction makes use of the elementary fact that
∫ ∞
−∞
dξe−ξ
2{1 or ξ or ξ2} = √pi{1 or 0 or 1
2
}. (3.1)
We introduce n(n − 1)/2 real independent variables ξjk = −ξkj , j, k = 1, · · · , n. For the class of functions f(ξ) of
these variables specified below, we define the inner product as:
(f1(ξ), f2(ξ)) =
1
piN(N−1)/4
∫ ∞
−∞
· · ·
∫ ∞
−∞

∏
j<k
dξjk

 e− 12
∑
j,k
ξ2jk f∗1 (ξ)f2(ξ). (3.2)
Consider monomials for r = 0, 1, 2, · · · , [n/2]:
Mr(ξ) = ξj1k1ξj2k2 · · · ξjrkr , (3.3)
4with
j1, k1, j2, k2 · · · , jr, kr all distinct,
j1 < k1, j2 < k2 · · · , jr < kr, (3.4)
j1 < j2 < j3 < · · · < jr.
We consider only f(ξ) which are complex linear combinations of such monomials. Clearly
(Mr(ξ),Mr(ξ)) = 2
−r. (3.5)
If we take two unequal monomials Mr(ξ),Mr′(ξ
′), then some factor ξjk present in Mr(ξ) is absent in Mr′(ξ
′) or
conversely. Thus by (3.1), distinct monomials are orthogonal and hence 2r/2Mr(ξ) form an orthonormal set. The
symmetric group Sn acting naturally on each Mr(ξ) produces some M
′
r(ξ), with the same r together with signs as
required in Kodiyalam-Verma construction. Thus the set {2r/2Mr(ξ), r = 1, · · · , [n/2]} provides an orthonormal basis
for the Hilbert space carrying the Schwinger representation of Sn.
IV. A CARRIER SPACE FOR THE SCHWINGER REPRESENTATION FOR Sn BASED ON
GREENBERG ALGEBRA
Our second explicit construction of the carrier space for the the Schwinger representation of Sn is based on the
Fock space associated with Greenberg Algebra. [17].
Greenberg, in the conext of Fock spaces for infinite statistics, a second quantised description for the uncorrected
Boltzmann statistics, proposed the following ‘commutation relations:
a(ij)a
†(ik) = δij ,ik . (4.1)
A peculiar feature of this algebra, which sets it apart from Bose or Fermi algebra is that a string of products of
creation ( annihilation) bears no relation to its permuted version-they are not just independent but ’orthogonal’ to
each other. Thus, for instance, the two particle states a†(1)a†(2)|0 > and a†(2)a†(1)|0 >, which in the Bose and
Fermi case describe the same state, in this statistics correspond to two distinct orthogonal states. This special feature
of the Greenberg algebra provides us the necessary framework for setting up the carrier space for the Schwinger
Representation for Sn.
The discussions in the previous sections suggests the following procedure for the desired carrier space:
• Identify X0 with the vacuum state |0 >.
• Replace the coordinate differences [x(i1)− x(i2)] (or ξi1i2)) by commutators [a†(i1), a†(i2)] and
• Replace the products of the coordinate differences ( products of ξ)’s by symmetrised products of appropriate
commutators acting on |0 > .
The substitute for the sets Xm above now become:
{ 1√
2m
S
[
[a†(i1), a
†(i2)] · [a†(i2), a†(i3)] · · · [a†(i2m−1), a†(i2m)]
] |0 >}, (4.2)
where i1, i2, · · · i2m take values 1, 2, · · · , n and satisfy
i1 < i2, i3 < i4, · · · , i2m−1 < i2m,
i1 < i3 < i5 < · · · i2m−1,
i2 6= i4 6= · · · i2m. (4.3)
Here S indicates symmetrisation of the m factors that appear in the product.
Thus for instance, for S4, the orthonormal basis carrying the Schwinger representation can be given explicitly as:
X0 : |0 > . (4.4)
X1 :
1√
2
[a†(1), a†(2)]|0 >, 1√
2
[a†(1), a†(3)]|0 >, 1√
2
[a†(1), a†(4)]|0 >
51√
2
[a†(2), a†(3)]|0 >, 1√
2
[a†(2), a†(4)]|0 >, 1√
2
[a†(3), a†(4)]|0 > . (4.5)
X2 :
1√
8
[
[a†(1), a†(2)][a†(3), a†(4)] + a†(3), a†(4)]
]
[a†(1), a†(2)]|0 >, ,
1√
8
[
[a†(1), a†(3)][a†(2), a†(4)] + [a†(2), a†(4)][a†(1), a†(3)]
] |0 >,
1√
8
[
[a†(1), a†(4)][a†(2), a†(3)] + [a†(2), a†(3)][a†(1), a†(4)]
] |0 > . (4.6)
For any n, one can also write down the irreducible representation content of the representation afforded by each
Xm following a simple recipe. The results upto m = 4 are given below:
Level 0 (n)
Level 1 (n− 1, 1) (n− 2, 12)
Level 2 (n− 2, 2) (n− 3, 2, 1) (n− 4, 22)
(n− 3, 13) (n− 4, 14)
Level 3 (n− 3, 3) (n− 4, 3, 1) (n− 5, 3, 2) (n− 6, 32)
(n− 4, 2, 12) (n− 5, 22, 1) (n− 6, 22, 12)
(n− 5, 2, 13) (n− 6, 16)
(n− 5, 15)
Level 4 (n− 4, 4) (n− 5, 4, 1) (n− 6, 4, 2) (n− 7, 4, 3) (n− 8, 42)
(n− 5, 3, 12) (n− 6, 3, 2, 1) (n− 7, 32, 1) (n− 8, 24)
(n− 6, 23) (n− 7, 3, 2, 12) (n− 8, 22, 14)
(n− 6, 3, 13) (n− 7, 22, 13) (n− 8, 32, 12)
(n− 6, 16) (n− 7, 2, 15) (n− 8, 18)
(n− 7, 17)
The recipe for constructing the above table is as follows:
• The table is arranged so that all partitions of n of the type (n− i, · · ·) appear in the same column.
• The first row at each level m involves partitions of the type (n −m, · · ·), · · · (n −m− 1, · · ·), · · · , (n − 2m, · · ·).
Thus mth level has m+ 1 columns.
• The only entry in the first column at every level is (n −m,m). The last column contains partitions with the
structure, (n − 2m, partitions of 2m with parts having even multiplicities). The remaining m − 1 columns in
between at mth level can be obtained by those at the previous level as follows: The second column at the mth
level is obtained by decreasing the first part by 1 and adding 1 in all possible ways to the remaining parts of
the partitions of the second column at the previous level such that the result is a partition and retaining only
the ones that have not already appeared above it. Similarly for the third column and so on.
Note that each level, the partitions appearing are conjugate to those given by the Inglis-Richardson-Saxl construction
at the same level – mth level contains partitions whose conjugate partitions have n− 2m odd parts.
6V. CONCLUSION
We have given two explicit constructions for the carrier spaces for the Schwinger representation for the symmetric
group. In light of the ubiquity of the symmetric group in various areas of mathematical physics, we hope that the
constructions given here will find useful applications.
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